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Tech lovers are restlessly expecting for Apple to provide more notice about the new
iPad mini 5 (or iPad Pro mini) or iPad Pro 2 release, specs, features, design and other
details. However, the Cupertino-based corporation seems to be in no mood to answer
their prayers.
Tech lovers are restlessly expecting for Apple to provide more notice about the new iPad mini 5 (or
iPad Pro mini) or iPad Pro 2 release, specs, features, design and other details. However, the
Cupertino-based corporation seems to be in no mood to answer their prayers.New York, United
States - March 19, 2017 /MarketersMedia/ -- Apple patrons force see the rumored iPad Pro 2 or
iPad Mini 5 in the upcoming event. According to Apple World Today, an Apple contest is slated to
take place on April 4, 2017. The Cupertino-based tech monster always builds its spring event in
March for the past several years and the blog authenticates that the iPad event is following spring
event for the company.
Read more news: http://howtorestoreiphone.com
However, this does not correspond with the March statements of previous years. With Apple Park
programmed to inaugurate in April this year, same Apple blog recommends that the tech firm will
launch its new iPad lineup in the 1,000-seat Steve Jobs Theatre which is situated on the unique
Apple Park campus known as 'Spaceship.'
Apple iPad Mini 5 Video: http://www.dailymotion.com/video/x5f4pzf
Remarkable iPad deals that are currently up for grabs via local vehicles offer up to $150 off and the
maximum models are scheduled to end on April 1, 2017. Distinctly just three days ahead of when
they claim the launch function will take place for both iPad Pro 2 and iPad Mini 5.
As per 9 to 5 Mac, the 12.9-inch iPad Pro model is in short supply on Apple's website, with the page
of the tablet pointing to April 4 as an availability date, this could also mean that Apple could opt for
same day availability.
Some newly surfaced reports claim that Apple's rumored iPad Pro 2 may come along with a
magnetic Apple Pencil, CNET published. Although not much is known about iPad Pro 2 and iPad
Mini 5, but gadget freaks are ecstatic to get a glimpse of the new developments. The upcoming
Apple device is said to be powered by the A9 and M9 motion co-processor.
In the meantime, the iPad mini 5 or iPad Pro mini or iPad Pro 3 is expected to arrive with new
appearances such as IP68 protection and Apple's 3D Touch technology. The iPad Pro 2 is said to
roll out alongside the latest major point update for iOS 10, the IOS 10.3.
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